5/4/2017 POOL BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETING
Updated committee on requested Architecture changes from January meeting.
The following was what was requested and reviewed IN January
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family restroom
Additional stalls in Ladies Restroom
Can we add 2nd floor to this building and eliminate the need for a future 2nd building
Can we fit a Workout space into the 1st building
Change Kiddie pool to splash pad
Shift change of pool to put beach access on opposite side and make side closest to walkway
lanes

After several meetings with the Architect and Steve Brock it was concluded that adding a 2nd floor to or
expanding the initial building was cost prohibitive as it put us significantly over the budget, with the
exception of adding the family bathroom and reworking both the mens and ladies restrooms.
The change of the kiddie pool to a splash pad was approved as it would reduce the cost (but not
significantly).
Upon this presentation someone requested that we add a rooftop deck. I commented that I would
propose but we had already been through several architectural reviews and we were past the ability to
make changes to the building.

Pool Deck Surface
It was suggested that we look into a company that utilizes recycled materials to create the deck surface,
this surface aslo had the ability to stay cooler than traditional cement.
Pool Chairs and Tables
Everyone agreed that we needed to purchase durable furniture. Umbrellas should not be purchased as
people don’t take care of them and the result is umbrellas that are broken prior to the season being
completed. The overall design of the pool space has plenty of shade so umbrellas are not really
necessary.
It was also suggested that either the same pool deck surface company or another company utilizes
recycled materials to make the chairs.
FOLLOW-UP: Need the name and contact information for the recycled materials company.

Finally the question was raised as to when the bidding process would begin? Follow up needed.

